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With features that will help you understand the Bible better, this New International Version (NIV)

Bible measures less than an inch thick, so itâ€™s easy to take with you any place you go . . . school,

church, wherever. Features include: â€¢ Complete text of the NIV translation â€¢ Presentation page

for gift giving â€¢ Words of Christ in red â€¢ 8 pages of full-color maps â€¢ Easy-to-read font size â€¢

Measures less than one inch thick â€¢ Ribbon marker â€¢ Durable yet attractive Italian Duo-Toneâ„¢

binding
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I received my bible the exact day it was supposed to arrive. They shipped it in one of those bubble

wrap envelopes, and I received it in my mailbox. Although I expected it to come in a small box, it

arrived in perfect condition.The color is exactly as it is pictured. Normally, photos can be deceiving,

but that wasn't the case with this bible. It's my favorite color.The imitation leather is so supple! I love

the feel of it. Also, the bible lies flat on the table, making it easier to read. The font size is nice, and

the words of Christ are written in red. There's a cute green ribbon bookmark attacked to the book,

and there are colored maps in the back.The footnotes are amazing, and they corespond with the

conversion table in the back.I'm a 16 year old girl, and I recommend this bible. The only small con to

purchasing this bible is the fact that it is NIV. NIV isn't as accurate as KJV, but NIV is a great starter

because it's so much easier to understand.

Bought this as a replacement for my daughter's bible she used in school. It was very sturdy and has

held up well. It has inserted comments directed at Teens. Glad we made the purchase!



It says NIV Bible for Teens but there's nothing in it pertaining to teens--it's more of an adult's

bible--get Lawrence Richard's Teen Study Bible--it's a lot better (bigger but better)

The faux leather cover and design are beautiful. Perfect color for my teen daughter too. Lightweight

for portability. However, the pages are very flimsy and the contents have nothing special for teens.

So why is it advertised for teens?

not sure what is 'teen' about this Bible. there are very few notes and nothing about it seems to be

oriented towards teens as far as I can tell. But it's a nice looking bible with a great leather like

feeling cover.

I received this discounted product in exchange for a review. This Bible is an awesome Bible for

Teen but I bought it for my 7 yr. old great niece, she loves it. I looked at the Bible and I would

recommend this to even someone young in age if they are a real good reader. I really liked how it

was a leather.

Pretty color, soft material, good size print, arrived quickly. My teen daughter outgrew her little kid

bible and this teen bible was a perfect replacement. She seems to like it and I've noticed her

checking out the maps and other special pages.

I don't know why this is a "Bible for teens" other than its cute cover. There is no commentary,

stories, or life application anecdotes. It's just a bible. Disappointed.
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